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An explicit model allotting a unified description of microscopic and macroscopic systems is exhib-

ited. First, a modified quantum dynamics for the description of macroscopic objects is constructed
and it is shown that it forbids the occurrence of linear superpositions of states localized in far-away
spatial regions and induces an evolution agreeing with classical mechanics. This dynamics also al-

lows a description of the evolution in terms of trajectories. To set up a unified description of all

physical phenomena, a modification of the dynamics, with respect to the standard Hamiltonian one,
is then postulated also for microscopic systems. It is shown that one can consistently deduce from it
the previously considered dynamics for the center of mass of macroscopic systems. Choosing in an

appropriate way the parameters of the so-obtained model one can show that both the standard quan-
tum theory for microscopic objects and the classical behavior for macroscopic objects can all be de-

rived in a consistent way. In the case of a macroscopic system one can obtain, by means of ap-
propriate approximations, a description of the evolution in terms of a phase-space density distribu-

tion obeying a Fokker-Planck diffusion equation. The model also provides the basis for a conceptu-
ally appealing description of quantum measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the success of quantum mechanics in account-
ing with striking accuracy for a vast variety of physical
phenomena, this theory presents crucial conceptual diffi-
culties, about which a lively scientific debate is still going
on. Almost all the difficulties can be traced back to the
problem of accounting for the behavior of macroscopic
objects and for their interactions with microscopic ones,
and are strictly related to the occurrence (allowed by the
theory) of linear superpositions of macroscopically distin-
guishable states of a macroscopic system (a typical exam-
ple being the macroscopically different pointer positions
of a measuring apparatus). This very fact, i.e., that the
linearity of quantum theory unavoidably leads one to con-
sider such superpositions, constitutes a basic difficulty for
all trials of deriving a unified description of the physical
reality from microscopic to macroscopic phenoinena. ' In
particular, it is a source of difficulties when one tries to
describe the dynamics of macroscopic systems in terms of
trajectories, which are one of the most immediate data of
our experience with these kinds of objects.

The above statements deserve some clarification. Actu-
ally, even though Inost features of the behavior of macro-
scopic objects are accounted for by quantum mechanics in
a natural way, due to the irrelevant spreads of wave pack-
ets for macroscopic masses, in those cases in which the
evolution of the system leads to a linear superposition of
states which are localized in far-away spatial regions (as it

happens, e.g., for the final pointer position of a measuring
instrument), the description in terms of trajectories be-
comes problematic. The standard way out is contained in
the reduction postulate, which hypothesizes the transition
from pure states to statistical mixtures.

The clash between these two descriptions, one in terms
of linear superpositions, the other in terms of statistical
mixtures, constitutes the basic difficulty of the quantum
theory of measurement.

Various solutions for these difficulties have been pro-
posed. They can be fitted into one of the following
schemes.

(a) One accepts two principles of evolution yielding a
different dynamical behavior for microscopic and macro-
scopic objects. This introduces a dualism in nature and
would require in any case the introduction of a precise cri-
terion allowing the identification of which objects must be
considered as macroscopic.

(b) One limits in principle the set of observables for a
macroscopic system to an Abelian set. Because of the fact
that, as is well known, this assumption implies the
equivalence {for what concerns the physical predictions)
of pure states and appropriate mixtures, it yields a way
out from the difficulties of the quantum theory of mea-
surement. We want to remark that from the literature it
is not always clear if this restriction of the class of the ob-
servables of a macroscopic object is assumed to hold for
all such objects or only for those which can be used as
measuring apparatuses. The first attitude amounts again
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to accepting two different categories of physical objects.
The second alternative does not eliminate the difficulties
for those objects which cannot be used as measuring ap-
paratuses. In fact, if one accepts linear superpositions of
macroscopically distinguishable states, one still meets the
difficulty that the direct perception of these macroscopic
differences would "create" the physical properties of such

objects.
(c) A solution which is not based on an a priori parti-

tion of all objects in two classes, but makes appeal to actu-
al experimental limitations, is obtained by pointing out
the extreme difficulty of performing experiments which
could allow discrimination between linear superpositions
and statistical mixtures for a macroscopic object. This
point of view makes the definition of what has to be con-
sidered as macroscopic dependent on the skillfulness of
the experimenter at the present time and, as such, could
gradually render the set of macroscopic objects empty. A
physically correct attitude within this context is the one
taken by those authors who investigate whether it might
be possible to observe the effects of quantum-mechanical
interference at the macroscopic level and where to look
for them.

To conclude this short discussion we want to stress that
in our opinio, to keep the standard quantum dynamics
and to abandon or to make ineffective the superposition
principle for some systems amounts to accepting (at least
to a certain extent) a dualistic description of natural phe-
nomena. This means to give up the program of a unified
derivation of the behavior of all objects from the basic
dynamics of the microscopic world.

We present here an attempt of such a unified descrip-
tion through the discussion of a dynamical model in
which linear superpositions of states corresponding to the
same macroscopic object being localized in far apart spa-
tial regions are naturally suppressed. This is an essential
step in order to give a description of the evolution of a
macroscopic system in terms of trajectories. This result,
if achieved, would yield a formalism satisfying the general
requirements put forward by Ludwig in his basic ap-
proach to the description of physical phenomena. ' Previ-
ous important contributions along this line have been
given by Barchielli, Lanz, and Prosperi.

To get the above-mentioned result we start by accepting
a modification of the dynamics of macroscopic objects
with respect to the standard one implied by quantum
mechanics, keeping in mind the requirement of suppress-

ing linear combinations of far apart localized states. To
yield this suppression the dynamical equation must induce
transitions from pure states to statistical mixtures. A way
of obtaining this is to add in the dynamical equation a
stochastic term corresponding to a localization process.
This process is formally identical to an approximate posi-
tion measurement and actually it was introduced as such
in Ref. 6. As we are dealing with macroscopic objects, the
idea of modifying their dynamics could be justified by
making reference to a remark which has been made by
various authors. It consists in the recognition that the
very idea of an isolated system loses its meaning for a
macroscopic object, since such an object has so closely
spaced quantum levels that almost any interaction, no

matter how weak, is sufficient to induce transitions
among them. A macroscopic object has then to be con-
sidered as embedded in some sort of thermal bath. The
equation of motion could then be considered as describing
the reduced dynamics for such a nonisolated system.
%hether the interaction with the rest of the world can be
accounted for by processes having the features of a mea-
surement is obviously open to debate. Here we are not
interested in discussing this point since we want to take a
very different attitude. Our main aim is that of deriving a
dynamics for macroscopic objects with the above-
mentioned characteristics, and agreeing with classical
dynamics, from a postulated basic dynamics for its micro-
scopic constituents. As we shall show, this program can
be consistently fulfilled by assuming that all microscopic
systems are subjected to localization processes with an ap-
propriate frequency. We do not consider here the problem
of the physical origin of these localizations for microscop-
ic systems (see, however, the remarks in Ref. 16), but we
simply postulate that they occur. In this sense we say that
they are spontaneous. This assumption turns out to be
sensible since, as we shall show, one can choose the pa-
rameters in the equation in such a way that the dynamics
of microscopic systems coincides for all practical pur-
poses with the standard Hamiltonian quantum dynamics.
Moreover the dynamics of a macroscopic object can be
consistently deduced from that of its microscopic com-
ponents and turns out to forbid linear superpositions of
far-away states and to yield an evolution compatible with
classical mechanics. The quantum-mechanical wave-
packet reduction with definite final pointer position can
also be deduced by the modified quantum dynamics. This
last feature of the model will be exhaustively discussed in
a forthcoming paper.

In Sec. II we make some preliminary considerations on
the requirements which must be taken into account in or-
der to have a satisfactory description of the dynamics of a
macroscopic object and we describe some previous impor-
tant work on this subject. In Sec. III we explicitly intro-
duce a dynamical equation for such objects and we study
its consequences on the evolution of a free macroscopic
particle in one dimension. In Sec. IV we compare the evo-
lution induced by the dynamical equation with the stan-
dard quantum evolution and with the classical one. In
Sec. V we show how our dynamical equation can be used
to define particle trajectories. Section VI puts forward a
change of attitude, i.e., a modified dynamics is postulated
also for microscopic systems. It is shown that one can
consistently deduce from it the previously discussed
dynamics for the center of mass of the macroscopic bo-
dies. Section VII illustrates how by a proper choice of the
parameters of the theory one can derive a set of remark-
ab1e consequences which can be summarized by stating
that standard quantum theory for microscopic objects,
quantum-mechanical wave-packet reduction, and classical
behavior for macroscopic objects can be all consistently
deduced from the basic microscopic dynamics.

In Sec. VIII we show how, taking advantage of the
modified dynamics for macroscopic objects, one can give
a description of the dynamical evolution of such objects in
terms of a phase-space density distribution.
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II. DYNAMICS FOR MACROSCOPIC OBJECTS:
PREI.IMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

If one is interested in understanding the dynamical evo-
lution implied by quantum mechanics for macroscopic
systems and in comparing it with the one following from
classical mechanics, it is quite natural to look for the pos-
sibility of giving some meaning to the concept of trajec-
tories even in the quantum case. As already said, the ma-
jor obstacle to such a possibility comes from the fact that
quantum mechanics allows the occurrence of linear super-
positions of far-away states. It should be clear that to
reach the above aim some modifications of the purely
Hamiltonian quantum dynamics are necessary.

To better understand the problem and the ideas which
can be followed in developing such a program, it is useful
to discuss first the problem within classical mechanics.
We shall limit our considerations to the case of an ensem-
ble of classical particles in one dimension. Such an en-
semble is described by means of the density function in
phase space p(q, p, r) obeying the I.iouville equation

(2.1)

where H is the Hamiltonian and the symbol [, ] denotes
the Poisson brackets. Let us choose arbitrary continuous
functions q(t) and p(t) and, for fixed t, let us define the
subset of phase space E, as

E =tap I le —e«) I «e lp p«)
I
«p—)

p(r +dr) = (1—A, dr)[p(r)+ t H,p(t)) dr]

+A, dt X~p(t),
where XE is the characteristic function of the set E, .

t

From (2.3) we get the differential equation

(2.3)

= JH,p(r) j —A, (1—XE )p(t) . (2.4)

It is easily seen that Eq. (2.4) implies

—J p(q, p, t)dqdp&0,
6f

where the integral is extended to the whole phase space.
Equation (2.4) therefore imphes a possible loss of proba-
bility. If one denotes by X, the map

(2.5)

for two arbitrarily chosen bq and hp. When t is varied
the family F., identifies a "tube" in the (q,p, t) space.

We are now interested in the following problem: given
the density function p at time t =0, what is the probabili-
ty at time r that a particle of the ensemble has followed a
trajectory which, for all times up to r, was contained in
the tube? A way to tackle this question is the following.
Suppose we test at random times, according to a Poisson
process with mean frequency A, , whether the members of
the ensemble are within the tube or not and we discard
those members which are found outside. The ensemble of
the surviving systems then becomes poorer as time elapses
and will be described by a density function p(q, p, t) It is.
easy to get an equation governing the evolution of
p(q, p, t) Taking into. account that the probability of hav-
ing no test in the interval dt is 1 —A, dt we have

p(0) «p(t) =X,p(0), (2.6)

one immediately checks that X, X, =X, +, for any

t~, t2 ~0, showing that the map X, yields a representation
of the forward time translation semigroup. Equation (2.4)
is the classical analogue of a quantum dynamical semi-
group equation. From the derivation it is obvious that the
integral ofP(q,p, r) over the whole phase space gives the
probability that a particle of the ensemble is found within
the tube in all tests to which it has been subjected in the
time interval 0—t. For k going to infinity p(q, p, t) tends
to a density function P(q,p, r), such that its integral over
the whole phase space gives the probability that a trajecto-
ry lies within the tube. In view of the arbitrariness of b,q
and bp in Eq. (2.2), this procedure can be used to define
the probability of occurrence of a given trajectory with
any preassigned accuracy. It is obvious that one could
also identify the same probability by testing whether the
particles are within the tube or not at fixed, equally
spaced times and taking then the hmit for vanishing spac-
ing. In Appendix A we discuss a simple case where the
semigroup equation (2.4) is explicitly solved.

When trying to identify trajectories in the quantum
case, one must first of all take into account that localiza-
tions in position and momentum are subjected to the limi-
tations coming from the Heisenberg principle. Moreover,
it has to be stressed that, while in the classical case the
process of ascertaining whether or not the members of the
ensemble lie within a given phase-space region F., influ-
ences the ensemble only by discarding some of its
members but does not change the dynamics of the surviv-
ing members, in the quantum case the situation is quite
different. In fact, any action aimed to ascertain which
systems possess some definite properties, induces a drastic
change in the statistical operator, so that also the subse-
quent evolution of the systems which have survived the
test is completely different from the one they would have
followed in the case of no test. Because of this essential
role of the selection mechanism (which cannot be con-
sidered simply as a tool to get a formal equation for the
identification of the systems whose trajectories lie within
the tube), in the quantum case it becomes important to
specify precisely the modalities of the measurement pro-
cess. %e will describe in general the changes induced on
the statistical operator by this process through the map
p«T[p] This map a.ccounts for some type of measure-
ment process on the system. It is then useful to make
reference to the formalism which has been introduced to
generalize the ordinary description of measurement pro-
cesses. Such a generalized formalism" makes use of the
ideas of effect-valued measures (EVM) and operation-
valued measures (OVM). This framework turns out to be
more satisfactory and richer than the standard one, allow-
ing, for instance, the description of approximate measure-
ments and of measurements performed by apparatuses
which do not work with efficiency one. For the sake of
completeness in Appendix 8 we have briefly sketched this
generalized description of measurement processes.

%'e now describe briefly the interesting approach to the
macroscopic dynamics of Barchielli, Lanz, and Prosperi.
These authors are interested in identifying a dynamical
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evolution equation for a macroscopic system allowing one
to define a functional probabihty distribution on an ap-
propriate tr algebra of the subsets of the space of the con-
tinuous functions of t (trajectories). They deal with a
macroscopic particle in one dimension and they are in-
terested in studying the dynamics of such an object when
it is subjected to appropriate, obviously approximate, posi-
tion measurements. If one wants to introduce such pro-
cesses, one either uses projection operators on definite
space intervals (and introduces therefore an arbitrary
discretization of space) or resorts to the more general for-
malism mentioned above, based on the concept of opera-
tion valued measures. The authors of Ref. 6 have con-
sidered the OVM (Ref. 12):

' 1/2
a

T~jpj= — dx e pe
—(a/2)(q —r)2 —(a/2)(q —x)~

I

(2.7)

~here I is a Sorel set in I and q is the position operator.
Tt[p] describes (including its appropriate weight) the
subensemble of those systems which in the measurement
have been found in I. Accordingly, the probability
P(q EI

l p) that in the measurement the position is found
within the Borel set I, when the state of the system is p, is

purely selective process, the selection being performed on
the basis of the mean values of the results of the measure-
ments occurring between two selections. In this way one
is accepting particles which have been found outside the
"tube" which we are considering, provided the mean value
of the obtained results fall within the tube.

In the next section, we generalize the dynamical
description of a macroscopic object given in Ref. 6.

III. DYNAMICS FOR MACROSCOPIC OBJECTS:
EVOLUTION EQUATION AND DETAILED STUDY

OF THE FREE MACROSCOPIC PARTICLE

As in Ref. 6 we deal with a macroscopic particle in one
dimension. To eliminate the arbitrary discretization of
time, we follow a different way: i.e., we assume that the
localization process (2.9) occurs at random times. ' In
this way there is no need to take the infinite frequency
limit in order to have a continuous evolution of the sta-
tistical ensemble and, as we shall see, the dynamical equa-
tion itself can be used to perform selections on the ensem-
ble. If no selection on the basis of the result of the mea-
surement is performed and the probability of occurrence
of a localization process in the interval dt is A, dt, the evo-
lution for the state of the system is

P(qEI l p)=trrt[p] . (2.8)
dt
—p(t) = ——[H,p(t)] —&(p(t) —&[p(t)]) . (3.1)

If no selection is performed according to the results of the
measurement, the ensemble is represented by the statisti-
cal operator

Since, owing to (2.10),

&q I
I'[pl lq&=&q I plq& (3.2)

~[p]=2 ii[p] Eq. (3.1) is obviously trace preserving. Moreover, using
Eq. (3.1), it can be easily proved that

—(a/2)(q —x)~ —(a/2)(q —x)2dxe pe —(trp ) &0.
dt

(3.3)

(2.9)

In the coordinate representation one has

&q'l~[p]lq"&=e ' ""'"&q'lplq" & (2.10)

Note that (2.10) is probably the simplest expression hav-
ing the desired meaning, in spite of the fact that in order
to introduce it one has to resort to the generalized formal-
ism involving OVM. We shall make reference to (2.9) as
the localization process.

In Ref. 6 the macroscopic system was considered as
evolving by pure Hamiltonian dynamics and to be subject-
ed to the localization process at definite, equally spaced
instants. The discretization of the time axis was then
eliminated by taking in a suitable way the infinite fre-
quency limit. To be more specific, if the time interval be-
tween two measurements is denoted by 1/A, , one takes
A.~ Qo, uk=const.

The infinite frequency limit raises some problems; in
particular, it forbids the direct use of the process Tz[ ] to
perform selections on the statistical ensemble in order to
define the probability distributions on the space of trajec-
tories. This point will become clear in what follows. The
way used in Ref. 6 to overcome this difficulty consists in
keeping the modified dynamics obtained under the limit
as the basic dynamics of the system, and then adding a

This implies that under the dynamical evolution pure
states are necessarily transformed into statistical mixtures.

Let us consider the non-Hamiltonian term A,(p —T[p])
in Eq. (3.1). According to (2.10), in the coordinate repre-
sentation it becomes

A&q'l(p —T[p])lq" &=A(1 e' ~ —II ')&q'lplq"& .

(3.4)

p(t) = ——[H,p(t—) ]— [q, [q,p(t)]], (3.5)

which is the basic equation considered in Ref. 6.
Let us now consider Eq. (3.1) in the case in which H is

the Harniltonian for a free particle. In the coordinate rep-
resentation we get

If one takes the limit k~ao, A,a=const=y the right-
hand side of Eq. (3.4) becomes (y/4)(q' —q") &q'

l p l

q" &

which is the matrix element in the coordinate representa-
tion of the operator (y/4)[q, [q,p]]. Under the limit Eq.
(3.1) becomes
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—(q'
i
p(t)

~

q")=
2 B2

(q'
i p(t) i

q") —A(1 —e ' ~ "~ e ' )(q'
i p(t)

~

q") .
Bq Bq

(3.6)

One can express the solution of the above equation satisfying given initial conditions in terms of the solution

(q ~ p, (t)
~ q ) of the pure Schrodinger equation (A, =O) satisfying the same initial conditions, according to

(q'
i p(t)

i

q") =-- f dk f dy e 'i"'k~F(k, q' q"—,t)(q'+y
i p, (t)

i
q"+y),

where

(3.7)

F(k, q, t) =exp ) t —1 —— dre ''-4"&
t

(3.8)

The Hermitian symmetry of p(t) follows from the property F(k, q, t) =F( —k, q, t). —In Appendix C we have shown how

this solution can be obtained.
For A, =O one has F(kq t) = 1, implying (q'

i
p(t) (

q") = (q'
~
p(t)

i
q" ), as it must be. Let us list some properties of

the function F which will be useful in what follows; one easily finds

F(0,0, t) = 1,
Fk(0,0, t) =0, F,(0,0, t) =0,

t', Fk, (0,0, t)= t', F«(0,0,t)=—

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

where the indices mean differentiation with respect to the indicated variables.
To understand the dynamical evolution described by Eq. (3.6) we evaluate now, by making use of the explicit solution

given by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), the mean values and spreads of the position and momentum operators for all times. One
has, using Eqs. (3.9),

( q ) = tr[qp(t) ]

f dk f dy f dq(q y)e ' "'"'F—(k, O, t)(q ~p, (t) ~q)

=(q),F(0,0,t)+intr[p, (t)]Fk(0,0, t) =(q), . (3.10)

In deriving this result, as well as those which follow in this section, we have assumed appropriate regularity properties of
(q'

~ p, (t)
~

q" ). In Eq. (3.10) we have denoted by (q ), the mean value associated to the pure Schrodinger evolution. In
a completely analogous way we get

(q ') =!q '),F(0,0,t)+2iR(q), F (0,0,t) W'tr[p, (t—)] F( 00, t)

( 2) ail'
6~ 2 (3.11)

where we have used the fact that the pure Schrodinger evolution is trace preserving. With an analogous procedure one
gets for the mean values of p and p

(p) = (p), —iA'tr[p, (t)]F (0,0, t) = (p), (3.12)

(p') =(p'), Zil(p), F—,(0,0, t) A'tr[p, (t)—]F (0,0, t) = (p'), + -t .
2

(3.13)

It is also useful to evaluate tr[qpp(t) j. Using Eqs. (3.9) and proceeding as above we get

tr[qpp(t) ]=tr[qpp, (t)]F(0,0,t)+i'(p), Fk(0, 0, t) iA(q ),F~(0,0, t)+—A tr[p, (t)]Fk (0,0, t)

=tr[qpp, (t)]+ -t~ .
aA, A

4m
(3.14)
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Summarizing, in the case of the free particle the evolu-
tion induced by Eq. (3.1) gives rise to mean values,
spreads, and correlation for the position and momentum
variables which are related to those of the pure
Schrodinger evolution by

This in turn implies

—(X(q))=tr X(q)

clap

dt dt

(q&=&q&, ,

&p& =(p&, ,

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

(3.16a)

= ——trIX(q)[H, p] I, (4.2)

as it happens for the Schrodinger evolution. There fol-
lows

—&q)= —&P) .1

dt m

For the operator P one finds
(3.16b)

tr(pT [p]}=tr(Pp) .

(4.3}

(4,4)

(3.16c)

In Eq. (3.16b) we have denoted by [ ],„ the Hermitian
part of the quantity in square brackets. The shorthands

I q I, [ qp I, [p] have been introduced to simplify the nota-
tion of the formal developments of the following sections.
We note that the mean values are not affected by the
non-Hamiltonian term in Eq. (3.1). For what concerns
spreads and correlation, the corrections depend only on
the combination aA, of the parameters a and A, .

IU. DISCUSSION OF THE NON-HAMILTONIAN
DYNAMICS AND COMPARISON

%ITH THE CLASSICAL EVOLUTION

tr[X(q)T[p]I =tr[X(q)p] . (4.1}

The dynamical equation we have discussed in the previ-
ous section has been introduced as referring to a macro-
scopic system. From this point of view, the first problem
which is interesting to discuss is how this dynamics is re-
lated to the classical one. %e remark that the standard
quantum dynamics, in the case of a free particle, induces
for the mean values (q), and (P), exactly the classical
evolution. Moreover, for any reasonable choice of the ini-
tial spreads of the position b,q=(Iq))'~ and of the
momentum hp =(IpI)'~, the increase of hq when time
elapses, in virtue of the smallness of the Planck constant
and of the large value of the mass for a macroscopic ob-
ject, can be completely disregarded for all interesting
times. However, as already discussed, the recognition of
this fact does not exhaust the problem of the derivation of
the classical behavior of a macroscopic object from quan-
tum principles, since problems remain open when linear
superpositions of macroscopically distinguishable states
can occur. In such cases a satisfactory classical descrip-
tion would require that the statistical ensemble decom-
poses into a statistical mixture of macroscopically distin-
guishable states. Let us discuss the above points within
the framework of the non-Hamiltonian dynamics of Sec.
III.

First of all we can observe that Ehrenfest's theorem
holds true also for the modified dynamics. In fact, for
any dynamical variable X which is a function of the
operator q only it is easily shown that

Then, if H P /2m + V(q), we have

(4.5)

In accordance with this property, Eqs. (3.15) show that in
the case of a free particle the mean values of position and
momentum are not affected by the non-Hamiltonian
terms. On the contrary, in the expression for the spreads
additional terms appear. These terms increase vrith time,
so that one can identify a characteristic time interval T
during which they remain smaller than those expressing
the Schrodinger evolution. T is then of the order of the
smaller of the two times Ti and T2 given by

6m (bq, ) 2(bp, )
~l T2-

ak, irt ak, fi
(4.6)

For the time interval T the spreads given by Eqs. (3.16)
coincide practically with the Schrodinger values, which in
turn are negligible for any reasonable choice of their ini-
tial values. %e shall discuss below the values taken by T
when the parameters of the inodel are appropriately
chosen.

The fact that hq and bp are very close to the
Schrodinger values for an appropriate time interval is
strictly related to the small influence of the non-
Hamiltonian term on the matrix elements of the statistical
operator (q'~p)q") when

~

q' —q"
~

&&1/~a. 'On the
contrary, we shall see that the non-Hamiltonian dynamics
has a drastic effect on the off-diagonal elements when

~

q' —q"
~
) 1/v a. This can be easily understood by ob-

serving that the properties of the function F(k,q, t) are re-
markably different in the two cases q =0 and q&0. In
fact, when q =0 the integral at the exponent in Eq. (3.8)
for sufficiently small t behaves like t, yielding the cancel-
lation of the factor e ' and making F(k, O, t) very near to
1. Since F=1 implies &q' Ip(t) (

q" & =(q'
~ p, (t)

~

q"),
this shows that the almost diagonal matrix elements of
the statistical operator in the coordinate representation are
practically unaffected for an appropriate time interval by
the non-Hamiltonian term in the evolution equation. On
the contrary, for q&0, the integral in Eq. (3.8) cannot
cancel, even for smail times, the damping factor e "', so
that the off-diagonal elements are rapidly suppressed.

To make these statements more precise we derive two
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inequalities for the function F(k,q, t) for the two cases

q =Oand q gO.
(a) q =0. Since

h (x,y) & h (y,y) =h (2y,y)

for x &y, and

(4.12)

a T'e —ak27 /4m~ —ak2t~/4m2

0

it follows that

F(k,0, t)&exp[ —At(1 —e " ' )]

aiM t&1—
2

(4.7)
h (x,y) &h (2y,y)

for x & 2y. For y &x & 2y one finds

—z'h(xy)& —f dze
x —3'

(4.13)

the last inequality being meaningful for aA.k r /4m & l.
%e then have

=2h (2y,y),

so that, on the whole,

(4.14)

1 F(k,—O, t) &aAk r /4m

(b) q & 0. The function F can be written as

F(k,q, t}=exp At —1 —h (v a/2) —,(v a/2)q
kt

(4.9)

(4.10)

h (x,y) &2h (2y,y}= erf(y) .
y

In turn the function F obeys the inequality

F(k,q, t) &e

(4.15)

(4.16)

Z —P
h(x,y)= —f dze

X
(4.11)

—s2The function h (x,y) is the mean value of e ' on the in-
terval ( —y, x —y). Clearly one has

where

P= 1 — erf[(v'a/2)q] . (4.17)
( a/2)q

Coming back to the discussion of the diagonal elements
of the statistical operator, we get from Eq. (3.7)

(q ~p, (r) ~q) —(q ~p(r) ~q)= f dk[1 —F(k, O, t)] f dye "~"k (q+y ~p, (t) ~q+y) . (4.18)

To illustrate the implications of this equation, we dis-
cuss a simple example. Suppose that (q ~ p, (t)

~ q) is a
mixture of Gaussian terms whose spreads are 6; with
minimum b,o. Then the Fourier transform appearing in

Eq. (4.18) yields terms containing Gaussian factors
—5;2k 2/2A

e ', whose maximum width is A'/ho, so that the
integral in k is concentrated in a region

~

k
~

&i)i/b, o. In-
equality (4.9) shows then that the integrand in Eq. (4.18)
contains a factor smaller than (aAR /4m ho )t . The con-
dition r « Ti, the time Ti being given by Eq. (4.6), im-

plies

&q ~p( }~q)=&q ~p, () ~q&.

Obviously this result holds for those matrix elements
which are appreciably different from zero.

For the off-diagonal elements we consider the case
q'&q". Obviously the same results are valid for q'&q"
due to the Hermitian symmetry of p(t) Inequali. ty (4.16)
gives, for q' —q" & 2v'm/a, a significant bound on F in-
dependent of k. This shows that the expression (3.7) for
(q'

~
p(t)

~

q") contains an exponentially damped factor
whose lifetime is r= I/A. P, so that in a time interval of
the order of v the linear superpositions of states separated
by distances larger than the characteristic localization dis-
tance 1/v a are transformed into statistical mixtures. '

As we shall see, one can choose the parameters k and a

in such a way that the time T =min(Ti, T2) is very large
and ~ extremely small, so that we can conclude that the
modified dynamics agrees with the classical description
for a macroscopic object and overcomes the problems
arising from linear superpositions of states localized in far
apart regions.

V. PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

As extensively discussed in the Introduction, one of the
most attractive results which should follow from the
suppression of the superposition of far-away localized
states would be the possibility of accounting for the
dynamics of macroscopic systems in terms of trajectories
without encountering the difficulties one has to face when
dealing with the same problem within the standard
theory. In Sec. II we have pointed out that within the
framework of Ref. 6 one cannot use directly the localiza-
tion process T[ ] to perform selections on the statistical
ensemble in order to define the probability distribution for
appropriate sets of trajectories. The reason for this
impossibility arises from the fact that, as n ~0,
tr(TI[p])~0 for any finite I even when the support of
(q

~ p ~ q ) is entirely contained in I.
%'ithin our scheme, since we keep X finite, we can iden-

tify trajectories by using the selective form of Eq. (3.1):
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d l—p(r)= ——[H,p(t)] —Ap(t)+A, (a/n. )' dx e ' ~ "e "p(t)e
t I(r)

(5.1)

where I(r), for any fixed r, is an interval in I. The fraction of the members of the ensemble which up to time r have
always been found within I(t), 0 & r & r, is the probability associated with the set of trajectories I(t ); in terms of the solu-
tion of Eq. (5.1) it is given by tr[p(t)]. Since the localization process, as discussixl in the previous section, decomposes
the statistical ensemble in subensembles corresponding to systems localized on distances of the order 1/Va, Eq. (5.1)
selects in a natural way those subensembles whose members lie within I (t). Obviously, the use of Eq. (5.1) to define tra-
jectories is meaningful only if the amplitude of the interval I (t) is always significantly larger than the localization dis-
tance 1/V a. Moreover, in the time interval in which we are interested, many tests must occur, otherwise the trajectory
would not be identified with meaningful'accuracy.

Equation (5.1) induces a loss of particles. One can derive from Eq. (5.1) an upper bound for the fraction of particles
which survives the localization tests. In fact, taking the trace of Eq. (5.1) we get

d trp(t) = —A, trp(t)+A, f dq p(q, q, t)V'a/m f dx e
+ 00 —a( —x)2 (5.2)

If we call M the maximum extent of the interval I(t) and we observe that

—a( —x)2 q +M/2
V'a/ir dx e 'e "' & v'a/m dx e 'e "' =erf(M~a/2),

1(l) q —M/2
(5.3)

we obtain from Eq. (5.2)

I =1—erf(Mva/2) .

Taking into account that trp(0) = 1 we then get

t p(t)

(5.&)

(5.5)

Since I remains finite for a~0, one gets that in the limit
A,~ ce (even when aA, is kept constant) Trp(t)~0 for any
t, whatever family of intervals I(t) has been chosen, pro-
vided I(t) is not the whole real line, which amounts to no
selection. This explains why in Ref. 6 one cannot use the
process itself to select sets of trajectories. Also in our
case, for taboo, trp(t) —+0 for any choice of I(t). This
gives rise to a disagreement with the classical case, in
which the probability of having the particles in a given
tube remains constant if the tube is made of possible
physical trajectories. The reason for this is that
tr[TI(p)] &tr(p) for any finite I, even when the support
of (q ~ p ~ q) is entirely contained in I. However, as al-
ready remarked, Eq. (5.1) is physically meaningful only if
M &&1/v a. This condition shows that the damping fac-
tor is ineffective up to times extremely long with respect
to I/A, . For example, if M is chosen in such a way that
M~a=15, so that I =10,the damping factor becomes
effective for times of the order of 10 /A, .

ite prescriptions for their description. It is an important
feature of quantum mechanics that, under suitable condi-
tions, the internal and the center-of-mass motions of the
composite systems decouple and, moreover, that the equa-
tion of motion for the center of mass is formally identical
to the equation prescribed by the theory for the descrip-
tion of a single particle. Here we want to investigate
whether it is possible to obtain the non-purely-
Hamiltonian dynamics for macroscopic particles
described in the previous sections from a modification of
the standard quantuin dynamics for their microscopic
constituents. ' If such a modification leaves practically
unaltered the behavior of microscopic systems as account-
ed for by quantum mechanics we can say we have laid the
foundations of a possible unified description able to ac-
count for both the quantum and the classical behaviors of
microscopic and macroscopic systems, respectively.

In this spirit let us tentatively assume that the localiza-
tion process T [ ] occurs individually for each constituent
of a many-particle system. We consider a system of N
particles in one dimension. Denoting by I,; the frequency
of the process suffered by constituent i and assuming that
the accuracy of the localizations is the same for all con-
stituents, the evolution equation for the composite system
1S

(6.1)

VI. MACROSCOPIC DYNAMICS
FROM MICROSCOPIC DYNAMICS

Up to now we have introduced a non-purely-
Hamiltonian dynamics to describe the motion of a macro-
scopic particle and we have outlined how this modifica-
tion can be used to overcome some of the difficulties in
the description of such objects. We will make our con-
siderations quantitatively more precise in the following
sections. However, macroscopic objects are composite
systems and the standard quantum mechan1cs g1ves def1n-

where

+ —(a/2)(q, . —x) —(a/2)(q; —x)~
T;[p]=v'a/m dx e ' pe

(6.2)

q; being the position operator for the ith particle of the
system.

It is worthwhile to illustrate the physical consequences
of the above equation for the important conceptual prob-
lem of the possible occurrence of linear superpositions of
states corresponding to different localizations of a macro-
scopic object. Such a situation occurs, for instance, in the
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quantum theory of measurement, in connection with pos-
sible macroscopically different pointer positions. With
reference to such a case we consider the linear superposi-
tion f=g(+f2 of two states corresponding to two dif-
ferent pointer positions. We remark that in the case
under discussion there is a macroscopic number M of par-
ticles which are located in macroscopically different posi-
tions when the state is f, or $2 (to be precise, in our
model this means located at a distance larger than I /v a).
If a spontaneous localization process takes place for one
of such particles, this particle is found to be either in the
spatial region which it occupies when the state is i((),, or in
the one corresponding to f2. The linear superposition is
consequently transformed into a statistical mixture of
states gi and $2. Since the number of differently located
particles is ~, this means that the phase decorrelation of
states f( and ()((2 occurs with a frequency which is ampli-
fied by a factor ~Y with respect to the characteristic fre-
quency A,; of the elementary spontaneous locahzations.

The model yields therefore a natural solution to the
puzzling situation originating from the occurrence of
linear superpositions of differently located states. These
considerations, however, do not exhaust the problems to

I

W —1

4 =Q+ g c(,rj .
j=1

(6.3)

Equation (6.1), when the Hamiltonian H can be split into
the sum of the center-of-mass and internal motion parts

H~ and H, acting in the respective state spaces, reads

d ( 7

dt A
'

fi
—p= ——[Hg, p] ——[H„,p] —g A, ;(p —T; [p]), (6.4)

where the operation T([p] can now be written as

be discussed. In fact, we must still check that the modifi-
cation of the dynamics for the microscopic constituents
does not imply physically unacceptable consequences for
the dynamics of the system as a whole. Actually, accord-
ing to the previous discussions, we would like to have for
the macroscopic object a dynamical equation of the type
considered in Sec. III. To discuss this point, let us intro-
duce the center of mass and relative motion position

operators Q and rj (j =1,2, . . . , N —1), related to the
operators q; by

'2
Q

p exp ——Q+ g c;,rj —x
'2+ 00 Q

T~[p] =v'ale dx exp ——Q+ g c,jr x—
00 2 J

J
(6.5)

The dynamical evolution of the center of mass of the system is described by the statistical operator

p tr( )(p) (6.6)

obtained by taking the partial trace on the internal degrees of freedom of the statistical operator p for the complete E-
particle system. Taking the r trace of the operation T; [p] one gets

2
~ ~ ~

+ CO

dri dr~ )&a jm' dx exp ——Q+gc rj —x (r) r~ ( ~ p ~
r, . r~ ) )

J

(6.7)
g

Xexp ——Q+ g c;,rj x—
J

so that, by shifting the integration variable x by the
amount g. c,jrj, one finds

tr'"(T; [p])=Tg[tr"(p)], (6.8)

[ ] i/'a/~ f dX &
—(u/2)(g —x)

&
—(a/2)(Q —x)

Q

(6.9)

Taking the r trace of Eq. (6.4) one then gets

dt fi
—

pg
——— [Hg,pg] —g A,;(p—g —Tg[pg]) . (6.10)

The equation describing the reduced dynamics of the
center of mass has exactly the same form of Eq. (3.1), the
parameter A, being substituted by the sum of the I,;*s for

the individual constituents of the many-body system.
This is a direct consequence of the formal property (6.8).

It is worthwhile stressing that the non-Hamiltonian
term in Eq. (6.10) is directly generated by the analogous
terms of Eq. (6.1) and is not due to the elimination of the
internal degrees of freedom. In fact, if one starts with a
composite system with Hamiltonian dynamics for which

H=Hg+H„, the reduced dynamics for the center-of-
mass motion is necessarily Hamiltonian, and therefore al-
lows the occurrence of linear superpositions of far-away
states of the center of mass. To avoid this, one could cou-
ple the system to some other system whose dynamics is
then elifninated. ' This, however, gives rise to a chain
procedure when larger and larger external parts are in-
cluded. If one wants to reach a point where linear super-
positions of far-away states cannot occur, one has to break
this chain in an arbitrary way. In our approach the non-
Hamiltonian dynamics for a macroscopic object is in-
duced by a basic non-Hamiltonian dynamics for its micro-
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scoplc const1tuents.
From a physical point of view it is particularly simple

and interesting the case in which the internal motion
Hamiltonian gives rise to a sharp (with respect to I/v a)
localization of the internal coordinates, as it happens, for
an appropriate choice of a, in an insulating solid. In such
a case it is evident that localizing with an accuracy 1/Ma
any one of the points of the almost rigid structure of the
solid induces a corresponding localization of the center of
mass. In this situation something more can be proved,
i.e., that the internal and the center-of-mass motion
decouple almost exactly and the internal motion is not
affected by the non-Hamiltonian terms in Eq. (6.1). To be
precise, we assume that the matrix elements
(Q', r'

I p I
Q",r") are non-negligible only when the condi-

tions

1
CjlI"J'- —af.

J Q

~

~ ~ ~ ~
II 1

cd rj —&I ((~ r i = 1, . . . , N
J A

(6.11)

gc,"(r' —r") (( ~, I =I, . . . , N,
V' Q'

(6.12)

(Q', r'Ip I. Q",r") is negligibly small unless condition
(6.12) is satisfied. From the defimtion (6.2) one gets

are satisfied, a; being the equilibrium position of constitu-
ent i relative to the center of mass. Since conditions
(6.11}imply

&
O' '

I
T lp& I

Q" "&
'2* '2

(Q', r'
I p I

Q",r")exp ——Q"+gcjrj" x—
J

+ 00 a=v'a/m dx exp ——Q'+pc; r' x—
IJ J

J

r

=exp ——Q' —Q"+g c;j(rj r&"}-
J

2'
&Q' 'I p I

Q" r"
& . (6.13)

The exponential factor appearing in the last line of Eq.
(6.13) is a Gaussian in the variable Q' —Q" displaced by
the amount g c,z(rj' —rj ). Because of Eq. (6.12) the dis-

placement of the Gaussian can be neglected with respect
to its width, so that in this approximation

T [p]=T'gfpl (6.14}

,p. = ~ lk p.)— (6.15)

and (6.10), respectively. We conclude that in the con-
sidered case the internal and the center-of-mass motions
decouple, the internal motion of the solid remaining unaf-
fected by the localization process introduced in Eq. (6.1}
and the center-of-mass motion being affected by such a
process with a characteristic frequency equal to the sum
of the frequencies for all single constituents.

A comment on the significance of the reduced statisti-
cal operator p& is appropriate. When the state of a com-
posite system is such that there are correlations between
the center-of-mass and the internal states, it may happen
that the system has a long-distance coherence and that
nevertheless no trace of this coherence remains in

pic
——tr'p. As an example one can consider the case in

which the whole system is associated to the state

The physical meaning of Eq. (6.14) is that, as foreseen, a
localization of a single constituent of a rigid system is
equivalent to a localization of the center of mass. Equa-
tion (6.4) shows that, if the initial statistical operator has
the form of a direct product p~p„, it remains of the same

type, and the statistical operators p, and p@ obey the
equations

I
~&= I 4)+ I r4) and the states

I 4 & (i =1,2) are of
the factorized form g, (Q, rj)=p;(Q) p;(r ) between the
center-of-mass and relative coordinates, respectively.
Suppose also that the two states pi(Q) and $2(Q) are lo-
calized in far-away spatial regions. In such a case, if
(pi I yi) =0 the reduced statistical operator does not con-
tain the terms

I Pi)($2 I
and

I /2)(gi I
even though in

I g) there is long-distance coherence. On the other hand,
if there are no correlations between the center-of-mass and
internal degrees of freedom, p~ describes appropriately
the long-distance coherence, when present. As an exam-
ple one can think of the state

I g) = (
I Pi ) + I P2) )

I y),
where the states

I P; ) are those previously mentioned and

I p) is any internal state. In this case p& contains the
terms I Ni&&4'2 I

and
I 42&&4'i I

«fleetin the long-
distance coherence which is present.

We have shown that Eq. (6.10) holds completely in gen-
eral. In the general case, however, the correlations be-
tween the center-of-mass and internal degrees of freedom
are not excluded, so that the suppression of the off-
diagonal elements of p& implied by Eq. (6.10) is not suffi-
cient by itself to ensure the nonoccurrence of coherent su-
perpositions of far-away states. In any case our Eq. (6.1)
for the complete statistical operator p guarantees that the
phase decorrelation takes place with frequency ~k, as
has been discussed after Eq. (6.2).

The considerations which can be done in the case of an
almost rigid body ensure that the density operator keeps
the form p p~p„when it is initially of this form. In this
case, therefore, Eq. (6.10), entailing the suppression of the
off-diagonal elements of p&, expresses meaningfully the
destruction of the long-distance coherence. The situation
we have discussed now can be considered, with some
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idealization, typical of the case in which one is dealing
with a macroscopic body.

To conclude this section we observe that, if one assumes
for simplicity that the localization frequencies A,; of all
microscopic (e.g., atomic} constituents of a macroscopic
body are of the same magnitude (A.; =k;„,), the center of
mass is affected by the same process with a frequency
A,m„„=MA,m;„„where 4 is of the order of Avogadro's
number. As we shall see, this will allow us to choose the
parameters k;„oand a in such a way that standard quan-
tum mechanics holds exactly for extremely long times for
microscopic systems, while for a macroscopic body possi-
ble linear superpositions of far-away states are rapidly
suppressed, the dynamical evolution of the center-of-mass
position is the classical one and the internal structure
remains unaffected.

VII. POSSIBLE NUMERICAL CHOICE
OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

A crucial feature of the point of view which has been
adopted in Sec. VI, i.e., that of considering all constituents
of any system as subjected to localizations, consists in the
fact that one can choose the parameters of the elementary
processes in such a way that (i} the quantum-mechanical
predictions for microscopic systems are valid for extreme-
ly long times, (ii) the dynamics of a macroscopic object,
when it is consistently derived from that of its microscop-
ic constituents, turns out to coincide with the classical one
for a sufficiently long time interval, (iii) the suppression
of long-distance coherence for macroscopic objects be ef-
fective enough to imply that, after a microscopic system
has triggered a measuring apparatus, the dynamical evolu-
tion leads to the reduction of the wave packet with well-
defined pointer positions.

To give orientative indications on the numerical values
of the parameters appearing in our model, we start by re-
marking that, as it is clear from the formulas of Secs. III
and IV, all physically significant effects of the modified
dynamics for a macroscopic object are governed by the
product ak „„,. For the choice of the parameter A, „„,
we have some important criteria which must be followed.
First of all we want the mean time I/A, „„elapsing be-
tween two successive localizations to be such that the
transition to statistical mixtures for states spreading over
distances larger than the localization distance I/Wa takes
place in a very small fraction of a second. A further re-
quirement which has to be taken into account is that,
when one is trying to identify particle trajectories for a
macroscopic system using the selective form of our equa-
tion, the disagreement with the classical predictions
which, as shown in Sec. V, unavoidably arises for large
times, be unimportant for times which are long with
respect to those during which one can keep the macro-
scopic system isolated. Finally, and more important, we
want that the modification of the dynamics for micro-
scopic systems with respect to the standard one be totally
irrelevant. The simplest way to obtain this is to assume
that the mean frequency A, ;„,=)(, „„/ f of the spon-
taneous localization processes for a microscopic system be
extremely small.

For what concerns the parameter a it is appropriate to
choose the localization distance I/v a large with respect
to the atomic dimensions and to the mean spreads around
the equilibrium positions of the lattice points of a crystal.
In this way, even when one of the extremely infrequent lo-
calization processes takes place for a constituent of an
atomic system, the localization itself does not modify the
internal structure of that system and the decoupling of the
center of mass and relative motions discussed in Sec. VI
still holds. On the other hand 1/&a represents the dis-
tance after which a linear superposition is transformed
into a statistical mixture. This parameter must then be
chosen in accordance with the requirement of avoiding
the embarassing occurrence of linear superpositions of ap-
preciably different locations of a macroscopic object.

These considerations lead us to discuss the following
choice for the order of magnitude of the parameters. For
the localization frequency of microscopic systems we
choose

This means that such a system is localized once every
10 —10 yr. For the parameter o, we choose

1/v a=10 cm .

The fact that a microscopic system is practically never
localized, entails that standard quantum mechanics
remains fully valid for this type of systems.

Moreover, for a composite system for which the relative
coordinates are confined within a spatial range much
smaller than the localization distance 1/v a, as it happens
for atoms and molecules, the process T [ ] is almost unef-
fective even when it takes place, a fact that strengthens
the above conclusion.

For what concerns macroscopic objects (containing a
number of constituents of the order of Avogadro's num-

ber), according to the considerations of Sec. VI showing
that the individual tests on the constituents add for the
center-of-mass dynamics, we get as characteristic test fre-
quency

~macro —10

If we take, for the sake of definiteness, the mass of such
an object to be of the order of 1 g, and the initial spread of
the position b,qo again of the order of 10 cm, we know
that the quantum increase of the spread in the position is
negligible for extremely long times ( —10' yr), so that the
quantum evolution is practically the same as the classical
one. In such a case [compare Eqs. (4.6)], the additional
term appearing in Aq equals Aqo at the time T&, which
is of the order of 100 yr. This is a very long time for
keeping isolated a macroscopic object. A much longer
time Tz is required in order that the additional term in
Ap has an appreciable effect for any reasonably chosen
initial spread of the momentum. As far as the occurrence
of linear superpositions of far away states is concerned, as
we have seen, the off-diagonal elements of the statistical
operator are exponentially suppressed with the lifetime
v= 1/A, P. For

~ q —q'
~

=4)&10 5 cm we have 7=10
sec [see Eq. (4.17)]. Therefore after times of this order
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linear superpositions of states separated by distances
larger than 10 cm are transformed into statistical mix-
tures. For what concerns the identification of particle tra-
jectories through the selective form of our equation, wc
remark that, as already stressed in Sec. V, if the cross sec-
tion of the tube defining the trajectory is kept of the order
indicated there (Mv a=15, which means M & 10 cm),
the damping factor becomes effective after 10" yr. At
this time all members of the ensemble have left any pre-
assigned tube of the chosen size. The previous considera-
tions, showing that in about 100 yr we have a doubling of
the initial spread, means that for times larger than this
value a disagreement with classical predictions about tra-
jectories starts to appear. However, we stress that the
time which one has to wait in order that hq becomes of
the order of 1 mm, which is a more realistic value for a
macroscopic object of the everyday life, is 10 yr. It is
also worthwhile to observe that, assuming, in our spirit,
that k is roughly proportional to the mass, T& behaves
like m '".

We note that all effects originating from the presence of
the non-Hamiltonisn term in the evolution equation de-
pend essentially on the product aA, . Therefore there is a
large freedom in the choice of the separate values of these
two parameters. However, choosing a value of 1/v a
smaller than the atomic dimensions would make it impos-
sible to get the decoupling of the internal and center-of-
mass motion for a solid body, discussed in Sec. VI. On
the other hand 1/va cannot be too large in order that
trajectories can be identified according to the procedure
sketched in Sec. V.

Considerations of this type are important for the quan-
tum theory of measurement. In fact, at least in the ease
in which the interaction leading to the triggering of the
apparatus takes place in a very short time, we csn apply
our treatment to the macroscopic parts of the apparatus
itself, obtaining in this way a consistent solution of the
difficulties related to the quantum theory of measurement
for what concerns the wave-packet reduction and the de-
finite final position of the pointer.

It has to be remarked that the basic evolution equation
(3.1), due to the appearance of the non-Hamiltonian
terms, implies a nonconservation of energy. Let us give
an estiinate of this effect in the case of the free particle on
the basis of the choice for the parameters we have just
made. From Eqs. (3.13) we see that, in our case

(E&=(~&,+
A' A,a

(7.1)
4m

where (E), is the conserved energy for fry Schrodinger
evolution. Energy nonconservation is then expressed by
the term

(7.2)

Let us evaluate this term for the case of a microscopic
system. Since A, ;„,=10 ' sec ', m=10 g,

5E/I;=10 eV sec

which means that to have an increase of 1 eV it takes a
time of 10' yr. In the case of the center-of-mass equation

VIII. PHASE-SPACE DENSITY

In the foregoing sections we have seen that, at least in
the free macroscopic particle case and for suitable choices
of the parameters, (q'

~
p(t)

~

q") undergoes a rapid
suppression of the elements not nearly diagonal and
(q'

~
p(t)

~

q') moves in space obeying essentially the clas-
sical laws. In this sense we have already obtained for
macroscopic particles the classical mechanics from the
modified quantum dynamics. However, the comparison
between the two descriptions will be more satisfactory
from the formal point of view and more precise from the
quantitative point of view if, starting from the modified
quantum dynamics, through suitable approximations, we
are able to introduce s phase-space density and write an
evolution equation for it.

To this purpose we again limit ourselves to the free par-
ticle case and we consider the normalized state vectors

~

I'(A, B)),A,BG C, ReA & 0, whose coordinate represen-
tation has the Gaussian form

( q'
~

I (A,B)) = e
.2

(8.1)

Given a wave function of the type (8.1) we indicate by q,p
the corresponding values of the ineans ( q )r, (p )r and by

Q,P the values of the square spreads I q I r, Ipjr. It is also
useful to introduce the symbol R for the q-p correlation

I qp Ir defined as in Eq. (3.16b). For a wave function of
the type (8.1), R is not an independent quantity but is re-
lated to Q and P by the relation

R =(QP —6/4)'" . (8.2)

Obviously, the quantities q,p, Q,P are functions of A and
8. They are given in Appendix D. Conversely, A snd 8
are determined by q,p, Q,P provided the additional condi-
tion ImA &0 is imposed. This choice corresponds to a
wave packet of minimum spread (ImA =0) or to a wave

for a macroscopic system, since both the frequency A, and
the mass increase proportionally to the number of constit-
uents, the energy nonconservation is of the same amount.
However this argument applies only to the increase of the
energy of the center of mass. There is also an increase of
energy in the internal motion which, as can be easily un-
derstood considering a system of free particles, is the same
for all constituents. When this fact is taken into account
one can conclude that the estimated energy increase for a
system of M atoms is

5E/t=10 ' ergsec

Referring to an ideal monoatomic gas the increase in tem-
perature with time is then of the order of 10 " K per
year.

%e conclude that our model reproduces in a consistent
way quantum mechanics for microscopic objects and clas-
sical mechanics for macroscopic objects, and provides the
basis for a conceptually appealing description of quantum
measurement. As we shall see below the model exhibits
another important feature: it allows a description of the
evolution of macroscopic objects in terms of a classical
phase-space density obeying a Markov diffusion process.
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packet whose spread increases by Schrodinger evolution
(ImA (0). The other choice would correspond to a wave

packet which initially contracts, goes through the
minimum-spread packet, and then starts to enlarge. The
reasons for our choice will become apparent later. A and
8 as functions of q,P, Q,P are also given in Appendix D.

A wave function of the form (8.1) is transformed into a
wave function of the same type by the pure Schrodinger
evolution. The values of q,p, g,P at the time r are given
in terms of the values of the same quantities at the time 0
by

the variables Q,P and study it separately.
In order to understand the properties of the distribution

of the variables Q,P we first suppose that the localization
process takes place for all systems of the ensemble at the
same equally spaced times as in Ref. 6. The time interval
between two successive localization processes is v.=1/A, .
The evolution of the ensemble is a succession of cycles
consisting of a localization process followed by a
Schrodinger evolution during the time ~. For the vari-
ables in which we are interested we write

q (r ) =q (0)+p (0)rim,

p(r) =p (0),

g (r) =Q (0)+2R (0)r/m +P(0)v /m

P(r)=P(0) .

(8.3a)
Q =Qi = Q/=Q(0) = Q(r)=g',

(8.3b)
process (2.9) Schr6dinger evolution (8.11)

(8.4a)

= PI =P(0) = P(r)=P'.

(8.4b) Using Eqs. (8.9), (8.4), and (8.10) we find

One also finds

R (r)=R (0)+P(0)r/m . (8.5)

Q (QP fi /4)'— 1+21+2ag 1+Zag Am

When the localization process described by Eq. (2.9) is ap-
plied to the pure state (8.1), this is transformed into a
mixture of states of the same type. Putting

P +irriz(1+ag) 1

I +2ng A, 'm '
(8.12)

pr(q p Q P) =
I
I (q s» Q P) ) ( I (q s» Q P)

I
(8.6)

P+fi a(1+ag)
1+2ag

it is easily shown (see Appendix D) that It is convenient to introduce the diroensionless variables

+ DO

T[pr(q p Q P )l= ~ "ke pr(qf pf Qf Pf)

(8.7)

x=ag, y= P,
A, m,

' l/2

(8.13)

(8.14)

2ug;

[a(1+2ag; ) ]'~~
(8.8a) In terms of such variables the map (8.12) is written as

2+A;

[ (1+2 Q))'"

1+2ag;

(8.8b)
x 2(xy —e /4)'i y+e (1+x)

1+2x 1+2x+ + 1+2x

y +e'(1+x)
1+2x

(8.15a)

(8.15b)

P;+Pi a(1+ag;)I' =
1+2ag;

One also finds

R;
1+2ag;

(8.9b)
For a macroscopic mass and for any reasonable choice of
a and k, e is a small number. In the numerical example
of Sec. VII, e is of the order of 10

The first question about the map (8.12) or (8.15) is
whether it has a fixed point. Physically such a fixed point
corresponds to the existence of a regime condition in the
evolution of Q and P. Equation (8.15b) with the condi-
tion y'=y gives

On the whole, the process described by the free-particle
version of Eq. (3.1) transforms any mixture of states pr
into a mixture of the same type. We note that Eqs. (8.4)
and (8.9) giving the transformations of variables Q,P do
not involve variables q,p or the mixing parameter g.
Therefore one can introduce a distribution with respect to

4 1+xp=E
2x

Inserting this value into Eq. (8.15a) with x =x gives

4x =2@xv'1+2x +e (1+x)(1+2x) .

(8.16)

(8.17)
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It is easily seen that this equation has a positive solution

given by +O (e')
2

(8.25)

x,= 1+ +O(e')
2 2

I

v2 arm
1+ +O(e )

2

In turn, Eq. (8.16) gi~es

3

[1+O(e )] .
2

The corresponding values of the square spreads are
' I/2

(8.18a)

(8.18b)

(8.19a)

The relative change of Q due to its breathing during the
cycle is of the order of e.

So far the localization process (2.9) was supposed to
occur at times equally spaced by the amount ~=1/A, . In
our treatment, however, the localization process occurs at
random times according to a Poisson process. The values
of r are then distributed around the mean value 1/A, with
root-mean-square deviation also equal to 1/A, . This cir-
cumstance introduces fluctuations in the values at the end
of the cycle of Q and P. We suppose to start a cycle of
time length

fP

adam

vZ
[1+O(e2)] . (8.19b) (8.26)

x =xo(1+5x) y =yo(1+5y) (8.20)

and look for the corresponding deviations 5„',5„' of x',y'.
In the linear approximation, using matrix notation, one
writes

5'=M5 .

To the first order in e, M is found to be

(8.21)

(8.22)

—1 —1
(8.23)

The next question about (8.12) is whether the regime
condition we have found is stable, i.e., whether a small de-
viation from the values (8.18) or (8.19) tends to vanish
when the map is iterated. %e consider small deviations

5„5» defined by

where 5 is of the order of 1, with the regime values (8.19).
One finds at the end of the cycle

Q'=Qo[1+V2e5+O(e )], P'=Po . (8.27)

In the next cycle the values (8.27) have to be used as ini-
tial values instead of Qo, Po. This fact introduces at the
end of the new cycle a deviation from the values Qo, Po
which is again of the order e for Q and is of order e for
I', Since the regime condition is stable, these deviations
do not increase by iteration of the cycle.

The Poisson process which runs the times of the locali-
zation process takes place independently for each member
of the statistical ensemble. Therefore, at a given time,
each member of the ensemble is in a certain position
within a cycle of a certain length inserted in a certain se-
quence of cycles. As a consequence the values of the Q,P
pair mix. According to the foregoing discussion the dis-
tribution of the variables Q and P converges to a distribu-
tion centered around the mean values

Indicating by A the transpose of A, one has
A +A = 2I. The squa—re norm of 5' is then

~

~5'~ ~'= [5(I+~2 @3)(I+~2 eA)5]

1

v2 aim

' ]/2

(8.28a)

=(1—2v 2e)i[5[i'. (8.24)

We conclude that the squared norm of a small enough de
viation tends to zero by iteration of the map, so that the
regime condition is stable.

Finally, we would like to know what happens when one
starts with a pair of Q,P values far from Qo, Po. The
map (8.12) is complicated enough to prevent giving an an-
alytic answer to such a question. Numerical experiments
are being performed. So far we did not find any initial
pair which does not converge to the regime values by re-
peated applications of the map.

The value of P is not changed by the Schrodinger evo-
lution. In the regime condition it remains constant also
under the action of the localization proctors (2.9). On the
other hand, the value of Q is decreased by the localization
process and enlarged by the Schrodinger evolution. In the
regime condition the two effects compensate each other.
Equation (8.19a) gives the maximum of Q during the cy-
cle. It is easily found that the minimum is

' i/2
fl cKA, fPl

W2
(8.28b)

The ratio of the width in Q of the distribution to the
mean value of Q is of the order of e and the ratio of the
width in P to the mean value of P is of the order of e .
The value of R corresponding to (8.28) is

(8.29)

It is worth noting that the values of Q and P given by
(8.28) are very small on a macroscopic scale. The product
QP =A /2 is twice the minimum allowed by the uncer-
tainty principle. In the numerical example of Sec. VII one
finds v Q =10 "cm, ~P =10 '

gem sec
The above considerations show that one can reasonably

take the approximation of neglecting the widths of the
distribution of Q and P, i.e., of assuming
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p( r ) =f dq f dp cr(q,p, t)pr(q, p, Q,P), (8.30) d (s)—p(t) = p(t) —A. Ip(t) —T [p(t)]I,
dt dt

(8.31)

where Q and P are understood to have the values (8.28).
To fmd the evolution equation for the phase-space density

o(q,p, t), we write Eq. (3.1) in the form

where d"'/dt indicates the time variation rate induced by
the Schrodinger evolution of pr(q, p, Q, P), the values of Q
and P being kept fixed. From Eqs. (8.3) one gets

p(t)= f dq f dpo(q, p, t) pr q+ r,p, Q, P
L

q po q,p, t =
p& q,p, ,I'

m Bq

o(qpr) p r( qp, Q P) .8
Bq

Similarly, Q and P being again kept fixed, Eqs. (8.8) give

T[p(&j]=f dq f dp~(q, p, &)T[pr(q,p»Q Pjl

=f dq f dpcr(q, p, r) f dge ~pr(q —ag,p bg, Q,P—)1

=f dq f dp f dge ~ o(q —ag,p bg, t)pr(q—,p, Q,P),1

(8.32)

(8.33)

where
' 1/2

2uQ 2'
[a(1+2aQ)]'~2 Am

[1+0(e)], (8.34a)

b=, =v a%[1+0(e)] .
[a(1+2aQ)]'i

(8.34b)

From Eq. (8.31), taking into account Eqs. (8.32) and
(8.33), we find that the phase-space density cr(q, p, t) obeys
the evolution equation

cr(q,p, t)—= — o(q,p, t)
8

Bt rn Bq

f dge & o(q —ag,p bg,t)—
—cr(q,p, t) (8.35)

A significant check of the approximation introduced with
assumption (8.30) is given in Appendix E.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.35),
alone, would give rise to pure classical motion. In fact,
—(p/rn)B/Bq is the classical Liouville operator for the
free particle.

The second term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq.
(8.35) gives rise to diffusion, as one can see by noting that
its presence amounts to substituting with mean frequency
A, the density function cr(q,p, r) with its "diffused" form
represented by the integral. The parameters a and b are
given by Eqs. (8.34) and are very small. For example,
with the numerical choices of Sec. VII, they are of the or-
ders 10 ' cm and 10 gcmsec ', respectively. It is

possible to give the diffusion term a more familiar form
which also allows us to better evaluate the size of the dif-
fusion effects. Since the function cr(q,p, r) has the mean-
ing of a phase-space density for an ensemble of macro-
scopic particles, it changes slightly over distances of the
order of a and b. Therefore it is a very good approxima-
tion replacing cr(q —ag,p bg, t) by a—truncated expansion
in powers of ag' and bg. The odd terms do not contribute
to the integral. Keeping the even terms up to second or-
der we get

—o(q,p, r) = — cr(q,p, t)
Bt m Bq

8 3 p 8+—a +2ab +b cr(q,p, t) .
4 t)q Bq Bp Bp

(8.36)

Equation (8.36) is of the Fokker-Planck type, with two in-
dependent diffusion coefficients for position and momen-
tum. The position diffusion coefficient Aa /2, according
to Eq. (8.34a), is ixlual to fi/m. This is the same value as
the diffusion coefficient appearing in Nelson's stochastic
mechanics. '

There, however, the position diffusion is simply an in-
terpretation of the spread of the wave packet. Here, wave
packets do not spread, their width being blocked by the
localization process at the value v Q given by Eq. (8.28a),
but the quantum spread is substituted by a sound stochas-
tic spread of the same amount. On the other hand, the lo-
calization process introduces a stochastic spread of
momentum. This effect is represented by the momentum
diffusion coefficient Ab /2 which, according to Eq.
(8.34b), is equal to aA, iri /2.
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This value is very small, as shown by the numerical ex-

ample of Sec. VII, where it is of the order 10

(gcmsec ') sec

We thank Professor J. S. Bell for illuminating comments
on our work.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that one can consistently introduce a
modification of standard quantum mechanics which
leaves things unchanged for microscopic objects, while,
for macroscopic objects, transforms quantum mechanics
into a stochastic mechanics in phase space exhibiting the
classical features. Of course, uncertainty is not eliminat-
ed, but it is, in a sense, increased. However the amount of
stochasticity is quite small and is compatible with our ex-
perience of the behavior of macroscopic bodies. The
modified dynamics can provide a consistent and conceptu-
ally appealing description of the wave-packet reduction of
quantum theory.
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APPENDIX A

5'o Po
&E = q —

q&
— & ~ qm+

p 2p
(A 1)

We can disregard the p dependence due to the linear
momentum conservation. The solution of Eq. (2.4) in this
case and for the stated initial conditions is, as easily
checked

With reference to Eq. (2A) let us choose an ensemble of
free particles of mass p in one dimension with an initial
uniform distribution over the position interval [qi,q2]
and with a sharp inomentum po. For E, we choose the
tube delimited by the lines q =q i + (po /p)t , and

q =q~+(po/2p)t with qi &q~ &q2, so that

p~q~pit) =
q2 —

q&

Po Po
t +qw —q

p 2p

Po Po+6 q —q~ — t 8 q~+ I' —q exp
2p p

Ap po
2q — t —2q~

Po P

Po —Xr,+8 q q~ t —8 qi——q+ t e 5(p —po) . (A2)

PE ——
t

(po/2p )t po
qM ql

qz —qi 2p

which is the correct result.

APPENDIX 8

The standard description of measurement processes
goes as follows. The observables of the system are associ-
ated with self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space P of

We remark that the third term on the RHS of Eq. (A2)
describes trajectories which are for all times outside the
tube defined by Eq. (Al}. The factor e "' expresses the
probability that no selection has been done up to t The.
second term describes particles whose trajectories crossed
the boundary of the tube before t and therefore they are
still present if they have not been tested from the time in
which they have left the tube up to t. Since these particles
cross the boundary at time t, =2p[qiit —q+(pz/ij, )t]/po—A,(f —f I )
the probability of having not been discarded is e
which is just the factor attached to the second term. The
first term describes particles which are always within the
tube up to time t and so have never been discarded. The
probability PE that the particles have always been within

the tube E, is evaluated, as already stated, by taking the
limit of p for A, ~ao and then integrating over the whole
phase space. The exponential terms vanish and we get

the system. The states of the system are described by sta-
tistical operators which are a subset of the set W+(A } of
the non-negative trace-class operators on P'. To any ob-
servable A one can relate a spectral family of projection
operators E(A, ),kE R in terms of which one can express
the operator A associated to A by

A = J A, dE(k} . (B1)

Definition 1. A projection-valued measure (PVM) is a
n1applng

E A( R )~W(A }

from the cr algebra 9t( I } of the Borel sets of 8 into the
set W(A ) of the boundai operators on 4, such that (i}
E(T) is a projection operator for any Borel set T, (ii)
E(Up &(T~)=g,. &E(T, ) for T, A TJ ——0, i&j, (iii)

E(R )=1.
Remark Given the s.pectral family E(A, } associated to

A the map

E ( T) =J dE (I, )

is a projection-valued measure.
Denoting by P(/I F T

~ p) the probability that in a mea-

surement of A a result belonging to the Borel set T is ob-
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tained when the state of the system is p, one has

P(A F T
1
p}=tr[E(T}p]. (83)

E(T)pE( T)
tr[E (T)p]

(84)

In the case of a nonselective measurement ascertaining
which systems have given the answer A E Ti, ( U i, Ti, =R,
Ti, CITJ =0) the statistical operator after the measure-
ment is

p=+E(Ti, )pE(Ti, ) . (8&)

If the measureinent ascertaining whether A E T is used to
select the members of the ensemble for which an answer
yes has been obtained, the statistical operator after the
measurement is

In virtue of the above considerations, in the standard
description one can identify observables with projection-
valued measures.

There are several reasons which make it appropriate to
enlarge the above scheme. For instance, one would like to
incorporate nonsharp measurements (i.e., ineasurements
which do not correspond to yes-no experiments) or mea-
surements for which the efficiency of the apparatus is less
than one. Moreover, one would like to include in the
description the modifications of the statistical operator of
a composite system when a measurement is performed on
one of its constituents. It is enlightening to consider the
following case. Suppose we subject the system to two suc-
cessive measurements of two observables A and 8 at
times t~ and t2, aimed to ascertain whether APT and
8 &S, respe:tively. The probability of getting the answer
yes for both questions, given the initial state of the system
p(0), is

P[AGT, ti,BGS,t21p(0)]=tr[e(S)e ' ' E(T)e 'p(0)e 'E(T)e ' ' e(S)], (86}

where e(S) is the PVM related to B. If one wants to ex-
press this probability in a form similar to (83) writing

P[A C T, ti', 8es, ti
1
p(0)] =tr[Fp(0)], (87)

one finds that F satisfies F=F, 0 &F & 1.
We can now formulate the generalized description of

observables and measurement process.
Definition 2. An effect is a non-negative bounded (and

therefore self-adjoint) operator F satisfying 0 &F & 1.
Definition 3. An effect-valued measure (EVM} is a map

F from 3F(R) into W(A ) such that (i) F(T) is an effect,
(ii) F( U; iT;)=g,." iF(T;) for T; A TJ =0, i&j, (iii)

F(R )=l.
Observables are then associated to EVM and the proba-

bility P(A C T
1 p} is given by

P(A 6 T
1 p) =tr[F(T)p] . (88)

(i) $[aA +PB]=a/[A]+PP[B], VA, BEW(P ),

(ii) /[A]&0, VA &0, VARY(A ),

(iii) 114'[A]lie& IIA lli.* vA &~(~) .

Taking advantage of the fact that the dual of the 8anach
space W(A } with the trace norm is W(A ), one can de-
fine the adjoint p' of the map p by

tr(X./[A])=tr(f'[X] A), VX@&, VA C~. (89)

To generalize Eqs. (84) and (85) describing the modifica-
tions induced by measurement processes on the statistical
operator one proceeds as follows.

Definition 4. An operation is a map P:W(A )~X(A )

of the set of trace-class operators into itself which is
linear, positive, and bounded with respect to the trace
norm with bound less or equal to one, i.e.,

Remark. Given an operation P, if one defines an opera-
tor I' by requiring

tr(/[A])=tr(F A), VAeW(A ), (810)

then F is an effect and from (89) F=P'[1]. We can then
associate an effect to any operation by (810). The con-
verse is not true, since different operations can give rise to
the same effect. As an example one can remark that for a
given effect F the map /[A] =F'~ AF'~ is an operation
whose associated effect is F. However, if one writes
F=pi, Ft„Fi, & 0 and considers arbitrary unitary opera-
tors Ui„ the map /[A]=gz Ui, Fi, '~ AFi, '~

Ui, is an

operation whose associated effect is F. Physically the fact
that different operations can be related to the same effect
is interpreted as accounting for the possibility of setting
up different experimental procedures to measure the same
observable.

Definition 5. An operation-valued measure (OVM) is a
map from 3F ( R, ) into the family of operations such that

(ii) trIP(R )[X]j =trX, VXEW(A ) .

The generalization of ordinary quantum rules men-
tioned in Sec. II can now be formulated.

(a) To any experimental procedure for measuring an ob-
servable A a OVM P„(T) is associated.

(b) The probability for finding A E T in the measure-
ment when the state of the system is p is given by

P(A C T
1
p)=trIP„(T)[pj] =tr[F~(T) p], (811)

where F„(T) is the unique effect corresponding to the
operation Pz ( T).

(c}If in the measurement the value of A is found to be-
long to the set T and the systems giving this answer are
selected, their ensemble is described by
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4~(T)[p]
«tqI~(T)fp]l

(812)

(813}

by putting

Remark. Usually one also requires for the map P(T),
besides the properties appearing in definition 5, the com-
plete positivity. To clarify this point let us consider the
system S& we are interested in, together with another sys-
tem S2 whose Hilbert space is X dimensional, and which
is uncoupled with S, . Let us consider an operation P on
W(~ and extend it to the statistical operators of
mam~ of the form

Moreover the effect F determined by P is

F= g AkAk . (815c)

The series in (815a) converges in the trace norm topology,
the other two series converge ultraweakly.

M(A ) there exist operators Ak on A, with k CE (where
K is a finite or countable set) satisfying gk~x, &k/lk & 1

for all finite subsets Eo of E, such that for any
XG W(A ) and 8EM(A )

/[8] = g AkBAk, (815a)
km'

/*[X]= g AkXAk . (815b)
km'

4[p]=%[pi ]p~ (814)

Equation (814) induces then a umque extension of P on
the whole space W(P PP }. We say that the original
operator P is completely positive if this extension is a pos-
itive operation for all E If th.e complete positivity re-
quirement is made for operations the following theorem
holds.

Theorem. For any completely positive operation {(} on

APPENDIX C

To solve Eq. (3.6) we set

p(q, q, t):—(q ~
p(t)

~ q

=e-"'exp(A, t e ' /4"' q'")p(q, q', r),
getting

dp((q, q', t)
Bt

if& r} p(q, q', t)
2m Qq2

r) p(q q' t) ~ ( )
(a/4iq q—'i' dp(—q q t) + (C2)

Under the change of variables

x=q —g

3' =9+9
(C3) +)Pg =0 q

(C6)

and calling p(x,y, t)=p((x+y)I2, (y x)I2,—t), we obtain df fi Bf2 —ak, tx e ' ' f(x, t)
dt m Bx

Bp(x,y, t) i' d p(x,y, t)
dt m BxBy

—ahtx e
—(a/4)xi ~p(x~y~

Bp'
(C4)

p(x,y, t) =f(x, t)g (y) . (C5}

This equation can be solved by the method of separation
of variables putting

pR 1z= — t+ —x,
m 2

m= t+ —x,p,h 1

m 2

(C&)

one solves Eq. (C7). Using (C6), (CS), and (C3) one finally
gets that

where p is an arbitrary integration constant. %'ith the
change of variables

p(q, q', t) = h ~ t +—(q —q'} e '"'q+q '

m 2
f '2

—(P,A/m)t +(q —q')/2 pg A p'6
)& exp ~ dz' t + —,

'
(q —q') —z' exp —— t + —,

'
(q —q')+z'

4pA 4 m

is a solution of Eq. (C2) for any choice of the function h having obvious regularity properties. Taking into account the
arbitrariness and the hnearity of Eq. (3.6) one then has that
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)'

p(q, q', r)= d)MA p, q —q'+ i e
—')'«+s') exp (q q )(1 e

—(n/4)(q —q )')~@~ g ( Arn
00 Ptl 2pg

f d+ y 2e —(a/4)y2

4pA

is a solution of Eq. (3.6). Setting t =0 and using the in-
verse Fourier transform to express h in terms of p(q, q', 0)
one gets the solution satisfying the given initial condi-
tions. Expressing the solution of Eq. (3.6) with A, =O at
time t in terms of the initial condition p(q, q, O) and in-
verting it we can make appear p, (q, q', r) in the expression
of p(q, q', t), obtaining Eq. (3.7) of the text.

APPENDIX D

I

from an unsignificant phase factor, is
~

r(A(r), 8(w))&,
where

A (r)=A/(1+if&Ax/m),

8 (r) =8/(1+i A'Ar/m) .

From Eqs. (D3), (D4), (D8), (D6), and (D7) one easily gets
Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4}.

%e now put

~
r(A, B)&, A„BEC, ReA &0 be the normalized

state vector whose coordinate representative has the form

pr(A, B)=
~
r(A, B)& & r(A, B)

~

.

The operation (2.9) can then be written as

(D9)

&
q~

~

r(A 8) & e (Aq'2+2B—q')/2j

The normalization factor is given by
' 1/4

&q'
~
T[pr(A;, 8;)]

~

q" &

=Pa/w J dxwtx)(q Ipr(~f ~f tlq") (D~S

e (Re)2+/2 R (D2)
Af ——A;+a, Bf——8; —ox, (Dl 1)

Re8
ReA

p
—= &P&r= (ImA ReB —ImB ReA),fi

ReA

(D3a)

(D3b)

For the mean values, square spreads, and q-p correlation
relative to the particular wave function (Dl) we use the
symbols q, p, Q, P, and R. We find

and

~V (Af,Bf)
u)(x)=, e.& (A;,8;)

Translating these equations from the variables A,B to the
variables q,p, Q,P and performing a trivial change of the
integration variable, one gets Eqs. (8.7), (8.8), and (8.9).

Q—= &(q —&q&r}'&r= 2R „
P =-&(P- &P&,) &,=,„„,2 ReA

(D4a)

(D4b)

APPENDIX E

Let us consider the initial density operator

p(0)= f dq f dp o(q,p, O)pr(q, p, Q,P) . (El)

~ =&[(q—&q&r)(P —&P&r)]., &r

fi ImA

2 RCA
(D5)

Equations (D3) and (D4) can be solved for A and 8 giv-
ing, with the condition ImA gO,

ImA = — (QP fi /4)'—1
(D6b)

(D7a)

[q(QP —X /4)'/ —pQ] .I

Substituting Eqs. (D6) into (D5) one obtains the relation
(8.2) between R and Q,P

The state vector evolved from
~
r(A, B)& according to

the Schrodinger equation in the time interval (O, i), apart

p= f dq f 4 o(q,p)pr(f(q p).p, F(Q P»P) . (E2)

For classical dynamical variables A (q,p),8 (q,p) we define

A =f dq f dpcr(q, p)A(q, p),
A =f dq f dpo(q, p)[A(q, p) A]—
AB =f dq f dp o (q,p }[A(q,p) —A ][8(q,p) —8] .

(E3)

One can then show that

We want to compare the values of the means & q &, &P &, of
the square spreads IqI, [pI and of the q-p correlation

Iqpj given by the exact density operator at the time t
with the values of the corresponding quantities given by
the approximate density operator (8.30) where a(q,p, t) has
evolved from (T(q,p, O) according to Eq. (8.35). We shall
label by a superscript a the approximate density and the
related quantities.

Consider a density operator of the form
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(q&=f,
&p &=p

(q j =F(Q,P)+f,
[qp j =[F(Q,P).P 8!—4]'i +fp,
jpj=P+p

(EA)

(q &"'=q(t),

&p &"=p(t),

[q j"'=Q+q(t»

(qp j"=R+qp(t),

jp j"=P+p(t) .

(E12a)

(E12b)

(E13a)

(E13b)

(E13c)

Iff has the form f (q,p) =gq + i}p, one has further

f=Vq+2knqp+A» f» =Cqp+nF

We recall here the exact results (3.15) and (3.16):

&q&=(q&, ,

&p&=(p&, ,

d 1 dq—(t) = P(—t), —p(t) =0;
dt m

'
dt

dt m
—q(t) =—qp(t)+

2 XQ

2

(E14)

In turn, one gets from Eq. (8.35} that the quantities
q(t), q(t), . . . obey the equations

(Pj=(» j,+ 2—

qp—(t) = p(t)+—1 lab
dt m 2

d A,b—p(t)=
dt 2

System (E14) is easily solved, giving

(E15)

S =aims (E7)
q(t) =q(0)+p(0)—,p(t) =p(0) . (E16)

The density operator evolved from (El) according to the
Schrodinger equation can be vrritten as

p, (t) =f dq f dp o(q,p, O)

Xp, q +p—,p, Q+2R +P, ,—Pt t'
m m

(E8)

so that we can apply Eqs. (E4} and (E5) with o(q,p)
=o(qp, O), f=q+ptlm, F=Q =2Rtlm+Pt Im to
the evaluation of (q &„[qj„.. . . We find then

System (E15) is also easily solved, giving

Q
q( t) = q(0) +2 qp(0) +

4 m

+ p(0)+ ™bt Amb t
m2 +

m
I 'I

qp(t) =qp(0)+ p(0)+ —+, (E17)
Amab t gamb t

2 m 4 m2

(q &=q(0)+p(0)—
m

&P & =P(0),

( q j = Q+q(0)+2[R +qp(0)]—

S+[P+p(0)],+—

(qp j =R +qp(0)+ [P+p(0)]—+-5

jp j =P+p(0)+
2
—.S t

(E9a)

(E9b)

(E10a)

(E10b)

(E10c)

p(t) =»T(0)+
Amb t

2 m

From Eqs. (8.34), recalling Eqs. (8.28), (8.29), and (E7), we
get

A ma fi

4 2
=—[1+0(e)]=R[1+0(e)],

' ]/2

[1+0(e)]=P [1+0(~)],
2 2 A'

(E18)

A, mb =akmfi =S[1+0(e)].

The approximate density operator p"'(t) has the form

p"(t)= f dq f dpo(q, p, t)pr(q, p, Q,P) . (E1 1)

Using again Eqs. (E4) and (E5}, with o(q,p)
=o(q,p, t),f=q,F =Q, one has

Using Eqs. (E16) in (E12) and comparing with (E9), we
find

(E19)
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Inserting Eqs. (E17) and (E18) into (E13),we get the approximate values

Iq j"'=Q+q(0)+2IR [1+O(e)]+qp(0) j
—+ tP[1+O(e)]+@(0)j z +
Pl m' 6 m

Iqp j"=8 +qp(0)+ IP[l+O(e)]+p(0) j
—+ S[1+0(e)]
IPZ rn

j
(,) 5[1+0(e)] t

2 pl

(E20)

to be compared with the exact values (E10). The comparison shows precisely the kind of result which was expected on
the basis of the arguments which led in Sec. VIII to the introduction of approximation (8.30).
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